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foundation of all my knowledge, and the desire to help others unselfishly. Second, but not any lesser
admiration, is to his wife Charlotte, that ever since the Grand Master’s passing, she has shouldered the load of
jealously, hatred, and other human egos and carried on with his work regardless. A special admiration goes to
this wonderful lady. And last, but not least, this dedication is to my wonderful wife, Baroness Maria Concetta
Von Dangel, an angel of a woman that has stood beside me through health and in sickness, in richer or poorer.
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Baron Doctor George Von Dangel
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CRYSTAL HEALING
To process a crystal for healing – 1. Before consecrating any crystals, they must be thoroughly cleansed.
2. A prerequisite to this step is a belief in a Universal Supreme Being.
Activity
Cleansing

Reason
1. Remove dirty energy and
contamination

How
1. Salty water (1handful/
litre H2O)
2. Spray alcohol
3. Sandalwood incense
4. Electric violet light
5. Prayer

2. Remove previous programs

Charging

Method
- verbally or mentally instructing crystal to expel dirty energy into the water

- rub the crystal between your hands.
- use an intention to clean eg “to the beings of light, please cleanse this
crystal of all dirty energy and previous programs”
- completely removes previous psychic energy and programs
- concentrate on your crown and hands with tongue to palate
- as you sweep the crystal with ELV light (10 times) say “to the Supreme
Being, to the spiritual elders and the holy angels, thank you for cleansing
this crystal of dirty energy, previous psychic impressions and previous
programs. In full faith. So be it.” (repeat 3 times)

*the use of salty water and ELV light is necessary. Prayer is extremely helpful. Incense is optional.
- Do 5 cycles of pranic breathing
1. Pranic breathing
To energise and provide
- Direct your palms towards the crystal. Continue another 20 cycles as you
instruction to the crystal
charge the crystal
- Simultaneously instruct the crystal to absorb the pranic energy being
projected
- Stabilise the crystal energy
- Look for a quiet, clean area of grass in the sun to leave the crystal (with no
people traffic nor over sewer lines).
- After charging the crystal, mentally instruct the crystal to “absorb pranic
energy from the sun, air and earth and continue absorbing pranic energy
until it is instructed to stop”. Leave there throughout the day.
- Then, collect the crystal and remember to instruct it to “stop” absorbing
pranic energy.
*Recharging has to be done regularly, depending on frequency of use. Do monthly or quarterly.
Invoking divine blessings
1. Invoke the Supreme
1. Put the crystal on the ground and request divine blessing from the
Being
Godhead “to the Supreme Being, thank you for charging these crystals
with Your divine blessings, divine love and mercy, divine healing energy
and divine healing power. With thanks and in full faith.”
2. Solar, air and earth
pranas to further enhance
potency of charge

Programming

1

2. Invoke the help of the
higher beings

Further enhance pranic energy

Automatic recharging

3. Using solar, earth and air
energy

4. Drawing angelic and
other holy energies

Give thanks
5. Expressing gratitude

6. End of consecration
Stabilising

To stop energy leakage

2. Tell the crystal to “absorb the blessing and the pranic energy, now.”
Wait for a few minutes then continue with part 2.
1. “to the holy master, holy gurus, healing angels, healing ministers, beings
of light and all the great ones, thank you for charging these crystals with
divine blessings, divine love, divine mercy and divine healing energy. With
thanks and full faith.”
2. Instruct the crystals to “absorb the blessing and the pranic energy, now.”
Wait a few minutes before going to part 3.
1. “to the nature spirits and angels of the sun, the air and the earth, thank
you for charging these crystals with sun prana, air prana and earth
prana. With thanks and in full faith.”
2. Instruct the crystals to “absorb and store pranic energy from the sun, air
and earth right now. Absorb only clean, healthy pranic energy. Continue
absorbing until you are instructed to stop.”
3. Wait a few minutes before going to part 4.
1. “you will automatically draw in pranic energy from the assigned healing
angels, healing ministers, being of light and the great ones every time you
are used for healing. So be it. So be it. So be it.”
2. You must keep the crystals clean to better absorb the pranic energy.
1. After consecrating the crystals say “to the Supreme Being, thank you
again for the blessings, with thanks and in full faith.”
2. “To the healing angels, healing ministers, beings of light and the great
ones, thank you again for the divine blessings. With thanks and full faith.”
3. “To the angels and nature spirits of the sun, air and the earth, thank you
again for the divine blessings. With thanks and in full faith.”
1. Mentally or verbally say “crystal stop absorbing more energy now. So be
it.”
1. Stabilise the crystal with light blue.
2. When not in use wrap the consecrated crystals in a silk cloth.

How to use the consecrated crystals for healing
Action
1

Say a short prayer
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If the patient is spiritual, you can request them to also say a
short prayer to make the healing more effective
Connect your tongue to your palate
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Methodology
Invoke for divine blessings and divine healing to make healing safer, faster and
more effective.
Accelerates the rate of healing
1. Use the chakral activator on the receiving hand and the consecrated laser
crystal on the projecting hand or
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